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LOKET (Czech Republic), 26 July 2015 - Emil Weckman’s championship lead was reduced to just
three points after Albin Larsen powered through to take the race two victory, in what proved
to be one of the most exciting races of the season.
While Weckman was slow out of the gate, Jack Bintcliffe had a great start which saw him take
the lead in the first lap. The British rider was unable to keep hold of this position and lost out
early on to Larsen and Tim Edberg, who showed that he was still in good racing form after a
small crash in yesterday’s race.
Edberg started to pull away from the field but Larsen was able to keep with the fellow Swede.
The leading riders swapped positions many times throughout the twelve laps, and with Weckman
having to make his way up the classification, the fight for the championship lead was intense
with the top four positions changing every lap.
Hakon Fredrikson and Alexis Collignon both rode strong races to cross the finish line in fourth
and fifth places respectively. Combined with Fredrikson’s fourth place in yesterday’s race, the
result was good enough to earn him his first podium of the year with third overall.
It was an unfortunate race for the young Japanese wildcard rider Yusaku Tanaka who suffered
from a small crash during the first lap, which left him in last place. However, Tanaka showed
his strength and ability throughout the race and was able to come away from today with 19th
in the second race, giving him an overall position of 17th.
The Honda 150 European riders have only days before their next event, as the Motocross Grand
Prix paddock moves to Belgium where the talented youngsters will encounter the deep sand of
Lommel on 1-2 August.

EMX 150 and 300 cc Championships
in Loket (Czech Republic) - Day 2 



EMX300
Throttle control was tested today as the 300cc two stroke racers went to war on the
hilly, stoney and super slick track of Loket for the fifth round of the European Cham-
pionship EMX300 series.
There was no surprise whatsoever when Marco Maddii pulled yet another holeshot.
Initially the Italian pulled a slight gap, but was eventually reeled in by yesterday’s
race winner GL12 Yamaha Racing’s Brad Anderson. Anderson, a wildcard rider from
Great Britain, was head and shoulders above the competition this weekend and smo-
ked everyone in both races for the EMX300 round of Czech Republic overall. “I came
out here as a one off thanks to Bob Buchanan and GL12 Yamaha Racing. I really en-
joyed it, the track was really good and technical. I didn’t get the greatest starts but
I came through the pack and put the British flag on top.” Anderson said.
With the championship in mind Maddii sat back for a comfortable second ahead of
the local lad Petr Bartos, who was also running a fantastic pace yesterday but binned
it big time at the bottom of the circuit when he hit a kicker and went over the ‘bars.
South African Damon Strydom rode smooth and solid for fourth while Switzerland’s
Nicolas Bender rounded out the top five.
All in all, it was a flawless weekend for GL12 Yamaha Racing’s Brad Anderson who
topped the box on his EMX300 debut. Last years runner-up Marco Maddii was third
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behind England’s Matt Moffat in the first race but wrapped up second place today
for second overall. Meanwhile Moffat managed to bounce back from a gnarly crash
on lap two today which left him with a chewed up arm, for seventh and third ove-
rall.
With the championship red plate holder Wilvo Nestaan Husqvarna Racing’s Yentel
Martens out for the season with a broken scaphoid, Marco Maddii has taken over
the lead. Martens still holds onto second, two points clear of Matt Moffat in third.

Full results on FIM Europe website http://www.fim-europe.eu/events/104

About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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